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Abstract We present polymorphic scenarios, a gener-
alization of a UML2-compliant variant of Damm and
Harel’s live sequence charts (LSC) in the context of object-
orientation. Polymorphic scenarios are visualized using
(modal) sequence diagrams where lifelines may represent
classes and interfaces rather than concrete objects. Their
semantics takes advantage of inheritance and interface reali-
zation to allow the specification of most expressive, succinct,
and reusable universal and existential inter-object scenar-
ios for object-oriented system models. We motivate the use
of polymorphic scenarios, formally define their trace-based
semantics, and present their application for scenario-based
testing and execution, as implemented in the S2A compiler
developed at the Weizmann Institute of Science. We further
discuss advanced semantic issues arising from the use of
scenarios in a polymorphic setting, suggest possible exten-
sions, present a UML profile to support polymorphic scenar-
ios, consider the application of the polymorphic semantics
to other variants of scenario-based specification languages,
and position our work in the broader context of behavioral
subtyping.
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1 Introduction

Scenario-based modeling, where interactions between sys-
tem objects are specified using variants of sequence dia-
grams, has been adapted to the UML2 standard and has
attracted much research efforts in recent years (see e.g.,
[5,11,17,23,38,41]). Specifically, we are interested in a
UML2-compliant variant of Damm and Harel’s live sequence
charts (LSC) [6,15], which extends classical sequence dia-
grams with universal/existential and must/may modalities.

Polymorphism—the ability of a type T1 to appear and be
used like another type T2—is a fundamental characteristic
of object-oriented design, enabling important features such
as modularity and reuse. While UML class diagrams syntax
includes constructs that support a polymorphic interpreta-
tion, such as inheritance and interface realization relations,
a polymorphic interpretation for UML inter-object behav-
ioral diagrams, such as sequence diagrams, seems to be
missing. This limits the applicability of these diagrams to
object-oriented system models.

In this paper we address this limitation by presenting
polymorphic scenarios, as a generalization of sequence dia-
grams in the context of object-oriented system models. In
polymorphic scenarios, sequence diagram lifelines may rep-
resent classes or interfaces rather than specific objects.
Semantically, they thus apply to all objects directly or indi-
rectly instantiated from the represented classes, or all objects
realizing the represented interfaces in the model.

Combined with the expressive power of LSC, the poly-
morphic extension results in a powerful modeling language.
A polymorphic scenario-based specification made of a set of
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universal and existential scenarios is a succinct specification
that entails a rather strong notion of behavioral subtyping:
liveness and safety properties of a superclass’s interaction
with its environment hold for all objects directly or indirectly
instantiated from it in the model. Thus, inter-object behavior
common to all objects derived directly or indirectly from a
certain type, can be formally specified at the most abstract
level where it is applicable, instead of being repeated for
each class (or worse, for each object).

The polymorphic extension is independent of other seman-
tic concerns related to sequence diagrams that are supported
by UML2 interactions, such as the existential versus uni-
versal interpretations, the use of negative scenarios, strict
versus weak sequencing, synchronous versus asynchronous
messages, etc. Similar to the lifeline composition extension
of [3], the focus of the polymorphic extension is on the rela-
tions between the lifelines that appear in the interaction and
the objects in the system.

The main technical contribution of our work is in
defining a semantics for a polymorphic extension of the
UML2-compliant variant of LSC. Specifically, we give a
trace-based semantics that generalizes the definitions given
in [15] from the concrete to the polymorphic case. Tech-
nically, this is done by adding to the automata defined in
[15] a dynamic (ad hoc, late) binding mechanism that sup-
ports classical object-oriented polymorphism. Moreover, fol-
lowing LSC, the semantics is defined not only for single
diagrams, but also for scenario-based specifications, which
include several, possibly inter-dependent universal and exis-
tential interactions. When realized in a system model, the
polymorphic interpretation may result in different concrete
interpretations, based on the various inter-dependencies in
the specification model.

The polymorphic interpretation has far-reaching conse-
quences on the use of scenario-based models throughout
the development cycle. Specifically, we discuss its appli-
cation to scenario-based testing and execution. An imple-
mentation of scenario-based testing and execution that sup-
ports the polymorphic semantics has been carried out in S2A
[12,33], a compiler that translates UML2-compliant LSCs
into AspectJ code. We discuss S2A and its use for poly-
morphic scenario-based testing and execution (play-out) in
Sect. 4. Moreover, in Sect. 6 we present a UML profile—a
variant of which is used by S2A—that extends the modal
profile of [15] with the features required to support the poly-
morphic interpretation.

A number of advanced semantic issues and possible varia-
tions and extensions arise from our definition of the polymor-
phic semantics. These include, e.g., multiple binding choices,
the single binding constraint, several possibilities to define
existential acceptance, the distinction between flat and deep
scope, and the combination of static and dynamic binding.
We discuss these advanced topics in Sect. 5.

Finally, our work on polymorphic scenarios extends
and generalizes the notion of symbolic lifelines presented
for LSC in [35]. While much previous research discusses
the semantics of MSCs or UML2 interactions (see e.g.,
[5,17,23,38]), we are not aware of any other work that
explicitly and formally considers a polymorphic interpreta-
tion for sequence diagrams. Moreover, while our work is
tightly related to the idea of behavioral subtyping—which
has been studied in the past and addressed in different
ways (see e.g., [9,14,27])—our work’s inter-object scenario-
based approach to behavioral subtyping seems to be unique.
See Sect. 7 for a discussion of related work.

Our earlier paper [30] has introduced polymorphic
scenario-based specifications, formally defined their seman-
tics, and outlined their application in testing and execution.
This paper extends our previous work by presenting the appli-
cations with an example and in more detail, by discussing
some advanced semantic issues and possible extensions in
depth, by suggesting a UML profile to support the polymor-
phic extension, and by positioning our work with regard to
related literature and in the broader context of behavioral
subtyping.

1.1 Paper structure

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Sect. 2 presents a motivating example, introducing and
demonstrating the advantages and unique features of the
polymorphic interpretation. Section 3 formally defines the
syntax and semantics of polymorphic scenario-based
specifications. A discussion of applications, specifically,
polymorphic model-based testing and execution and their
implementation, together with a concrete example, appears in
Sect. 4. Section 5 presents some interesting, more advanced
semantic issues and important extensions arising from our
work. A UML profile defined to support the polymorphic
extension appears in Sect. 6. Related work in the areas of sce-
nario-based modeling and behavioral subtyping is presented
in Sect. 7, together with a discussion of the challenges in
applying the polymorphic semantics to other variants of sce-
nario-based specification languages, and of the position of
our work in the broader context of behavioral subtyping.
Section 8 concludes and suggests future research directions.

2 Motivating example

We start off with a motivating example. The example is inten-
tionally small and simple, to help us focus on the specific
issue of interest.

Consider a model of an alarm system, made of an alarm
controller, some sensors, and a buzzer. We consider a single
simple use case where the alarm controller activates a sensor,
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Fig. 1 The class diagram of the
alarm system model

the sensor notifies the controller when it senses a movement,
and the alarm controller starts the buzzer. More formally,
see the class diagram shown in Fig. 1, which includes the
class CBuzzer, a class CAlarm and its two sub classes
CStdAlarm and CAdvAlarm, two classes CDoorSen-
sor and CFireSensor realizing the ISensor interface,
and a classCSimpleLogger realizing the interfaceILog-
ger. One difference between the standard alarm controller
and the advanced one is that the latter maintains a log of alarm
notifications, using a class realizing the ILogger interface.

Consider the following semi-formal behavioral specifica-
tion:

R1 Whenever an alarm controller (an object of type
CAlarm) sends the message activate to a sensor
(realizing theISensor interface), and the sensor some
time later sends the message notifyAlarm to the
alarm controller, the controller must eventually send
the message start to a buzzer.

R2 Whenever a sensor sends the notifyAlarm mes-
sage to an advanced alarm controller (an object of
typeCAdvAlarm), the advanced alarm controller must

eventually send the message notifyLog to a logger
(implementing the ILogger interface).

R3 The following sequence of events must be possible: an
alarm controller sends the message activate to a
sensor, the sensor sometime later sends the message
notifyAlarm to the alarm controller, and the alarm
controller sends the message activate to the sensor
(again).

The above-mentioned specification is formalized in Fig. 2,
which includes two universal diagrams D1 and D2 and an
existential diagram D3. First, recall the universal/existential
modality of LSC. Roughly, the universal diagrams specify
a temporal invariant that must hold on all system runs, and
from every point in a run: whenever the cold (dashed, blue)
messages happen in the specified order, eventually the hot
(solid, red) messages must happen in the specified order. The
existential diagram specifies an example trace that must hold
(that is, must happen in the specified order) in at least one
point of some system run. Both diagrams, universal and exis-
tential, do not restrict any message not appearing in them to
occur or not to occur during a system run.

Fig. 2 A scenario-based specification model for the alarm system. The
specification includes two universal diagrams, D1 and D2, and an exis-
tential diagram D3. In this example, cold messages are drawn using
dashed lines and hot messages are drawn using solid lines (see [6,15]).
A lifeline is headed by its name and the type it represents. In this paper

we consider all lifelines to be polymorphic by default, so no special
notation is used to mark the polymorphic features in this figure. For a
formal definition of a profile and a suggested notation for polymorphic
lifelines, see Sect. 6
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Fig. 3 Two excerpts from event traces of the alarm system accepted
by diagram D1. Events are represented as triplets of the form 〈caller
object id, message signature, receiver object id〉, and traces are infinite
sequences of events (events and traces are formally defined in Sect. 3).
In the figure we use abbreviated lowercase class names as object ids for
objects of the corresponding class (e.g., fs3 refers to an object of the
class CFireSensor)

Second, and more importantly in the context of this paper,
the sequence diagrams shown in this example have a poly-
morphic interpretation. That is, their semantics, when given
as a set of system-model event traces (or ‘runs’), includes
events occurring on all objects derived from the referenced
classes or realizing the referenced interfaces. For example,
the traces tr1 and tr2 shown in Fig. 3 are both in the trace
language defined by diagram D1 shown in Fig. 2.1

Moreover, the semantics of the entire specification con-
sisting of the three diagrams together is polymorphic:
the same concrete object instance may be referred to by
more than one diagram using different (ad-hoc) polymor-
phic bindings. For example, the behavior of an instance of
the class CAdvAlarm is constrained both by D1—where
it is referenced as its superclass CAlarm using implicit
up-casting—and by D2—where it is represented by its direct
class.

Note how the polymorphic interpretation allows us to cre-
ate succinct specifications; inter-object behavior common to
all objects derived directly or indirectly from a certain type
is specified at the most abstract level where it is applicable,
instead of being repeated for each class (or worse, for each
object). The resulting specifications may thus also be reus-
able and applicable to other systems, e.g., where we may
have different realizations of some of the same interfaces.
For example, if another type of sensor is added to the sys-
tem, say a CFloodSensor, or if multiple instances of a
class are added, say some CDoorSensors, the scenario-
based specification model need not change.

The example demonstrates the significant consequences
the polymorphic interpretation may have on the use of

1 Note that while the alphabet of the events shown in the diagrams is
made of triplets at the type level (〈type, message, type〉) (with addi-
tional lifeline-id reference), the events that make the traces are concrete
〈object-id, message, object-id〉. See the formal definitions in Sect. 3.

scenario-based models throughout the development lifecy-
cle. Requirements can be formally specified in a succinct
way, at the highest level of abstraction where they are appli-
cable. Scenario-based tests may be succinctly defined and
capture polymorphic behaviors. We return to these applica-
tions and to the alarm system example in Sect. 4.

The next section provides the required formal definitions
for the syntax and semantics of polymorphic scenario-based
specifications.

3 Polymorphic scenarios

We now give trace-based semantics for polymorphic
scenarios. For simplicity we limit the presentation to syn-
chronous messages. We assume the reader is familiar with
well-known basic notions in the context of classical sequence
diagrams such as the partial order on events induced by a
diagram and the notion of a cut and thus concentrate on the
features unique to the polymorphic extension. We use the
terms interaction and scenario interchangeably.

A polymorphic interaction, represented by a sequence dia-
gram, is made of a set of lifelines, each of which represents a
class or an interface in a system-model. Trace-based seman-
tics for a scenario-based specification is given by construct-
ing an automaton for each diagram in the specification and
relating the language accepted by the automaton to inter-
object event traces of the system-model. We adopt the modal
profile defined in [15] and the distinction of LSC between
existential and universal diagrams (see [6,15]).

The following generalizes the formal definitions given
in [15] from concrete to polymorphic scenarios. We start
off with formal definitions of the system-model and the
syntax of polymorphic scenarios. We then give the seman-
tics of universal and existential polymorphic scenarios, first
informally and then formally. Finally, we relate a poly-
morphic scenario-based specification to a system-model.
For simplicity, we consider here only Messages. Adding
other constructs available for UML2 interactions such as
StateInvariants (LSC conditions) and Interac-
tionFragments with operators such as alt and loop,
does not change the essence of the construction. We assume
strict sequencing only.

3.1 The basics

3.1.1 System-model

We consider a system-model Sys = 〈O, T y, t ype,≤T y〉,
which includes a (possibly infinite) set of objects O =
{o1, o2, . . .}, a partially ordered set of types T y = {t y1,

t y2, . . . , t ym}, and a mapping from each object in O to its
type t ype : O −→ T y. The partial order ≤T y represents
the inheritance / interface realization relation between the
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elements of T y. The mapping t ype derives an instanceof
Boolean function instanceof : (O × T y) −→ {true,
f alse} such that instanceof (o, t y) = true iff t ype(o) ≤T y

ty.
A type t y ∈ T y has a finite set of signatures m(t y) =

{m1, m2, . . . , ms}. The subtyping partial order ≤T y over T y
implies signature set inclusion: ∀t y1, t y2 ∈ T y, t y1 ≤T y ty2

implies m(t y2) ⊆ m(t y1). We allow multiple inheritance
with a disjoint signature restriction: ∀t y1, t y2, t y3 ∈ T y, if
t y1 ≤T y ty2 and t y1 ≤T y ty3 and t y2 �T y ty3 and t y3 �T y

ty2 then m(t y2) ∩ m(t y3) = ∅. Note that we ignore the differ-
ence between class and interface types as it has no semantic
significance in the trace-based semantics we present.

A system-model event e is a tuple 〈osrc, m, otrg〉 where
osrc, otrg ∈ O and m ∈ m(t ype(otrg)), carrying the intui-
tive meaning of object osrc calling message m of object otrg

(we allow osrc = otrg). A system-model trace is an infinite
sequence of events e1, e2, e3, . . ..

3.1.2 Polymorphic scenario

A (modal) polymorphic scenario is a tuple D = 〈mode,
L , lt ype, L P M E, event Mode〉 where

– mode ∈ {existential, universal} is the mode of the
scenario;

– L = {l1, l2, . . . , lk} is a finite set of lifelines; each lifeline
li includes an ordered set of ri event occurrence specifica-
tions (denoting message sent or received) on this lifeline:
∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, li = {l1

i , l2
i , . . . , lri

i };
– lt ype : L −→ T y is a mapping from each lifeline to a

type;
– L P M E is a set of lifeline-polymorphic-message-event

triplets 〈l p
src, m, lq

trg〉 where l p
src is a send message event

occurrence specification on the source lifeline, lq
trg is a

receive message event occurrence specification on the tar-
get lifeline, and m ∈ m(lt ype(ltrg)) is the signature of
the message;

– and event Mode : L P M E −→ {cold, hot} is a mapping
giving a temperature to each message triplet in D (in exis-
tential diagrams we consider cold messages only).

The set of lifelines L and the mapping lt ype defines
the set of possible bindings Bind(L) ⊆ (O ∪ {⊥})k

such that 〈o1, o2, . . . , ok〉 ∈ Bind(L) iff ∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤
k, oi = ⊥ ∨ instanceof (oi , lt ype(li )). A given binding
〈o1, o2, . . . , ok〉 ∈ Bind(L) defines a trivial projected func-
tion bind : L −→ (O ∪ {⊥}) from a lifeline to its bound
object: ∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, bind(li ) = oi . ⊥ is used to represent
the value of a lifeline binding while it is unbound (free).

For a lifeline-polymorphic-message-event triplet lpme =
〈l p

src, m, lq
trg〉 ∈ L P M E we use src(lmpe), m(lpme),

trg(lpme) to denote its source lifeline, message signa-
ture, and target lifeline, respectively. Based on L P M E
we define the set of polymorphic-message-events in D:
P M E = {〈t ysrc, m, t ytrg〉|∃lpme ∈ L P M E s.t. t ysrc =
lt ype(src(lpme)) ∧ t ytrg = lt ype(trg(lpme)) ∧ m =
m(lmpe)}. P M E abstracts away lifeline locations and iden-
tities, but keeps their types. We use P M E in the defi-
nition of the semantics below. Note that the same triplet
〈t ysrc, m, t ytrg〉 ∈ P M E may correspond to more than one
message event occurrence in L P M E over identical lifelines
in different locations or over different pairs of lifelines.

3.1.3 The semantics of a polymorphic scenario

The semantics of a polymorphic scenario D is given using
an automaton AD; the trace-language of a scenario is the lan-
guage accepted by its automaton L(AD). The construction
of the automaton AD is based on an unwinding structure S
(see e.g., [20]). Intuitively, this structure is made of states
representing cuts and includes paths for all possible linea-
rizations of the partial order between events defined by the
diagram; that is, where event occurrences on each lifeline
are ordered from top to bottom, and message send event pre-
cedes the same message receive event.2 For simplicity in this
paper we treat message send and receive as a single event.
We consider only well-formed diagrams, that is, diagrams
that indeed induce a partial order (see [40]).

The unwinding structure is made of a set of cut-states S
(with a designated minimal cut-state smin ∈ S), and a partial
(transition) function R : S × L P M E −→ S.

The set of enabled-lifeline-polymorphic-message-event-
occurrences in a cut s ∈ S is defined by EnL P M E(s) =
{e ∈ L P M E |∃s′ ∈ S : R(s, e) = s′}. The set of enabled-
polymorphic-message-events in a cut s is defined by
En P M E(s)={〈t ysrc, m, t ytrg〉∈ P M E |∃e∈ EnL P M E(s):
m(e) = m ∧ t ysrc = lt ype(source(e)) ∧ t ytrg =
lt ype(target (e))}.

The mapping event Mode : L P M E −→ {cold, hot}
of the diagram is extended in the unwinding structure S
to cut-states as follows: mode : S −→ {cold, hot} is
defined s.t. mode(s) = hot if ∃e : e ∈ EnL P M E(s) ∧
event Mode(e) = hot ; otherwise mode(s) = cold. That is,
a cut is hot iff at least one of its enabled message event occur-
rences is hot. The intended semantics of a hot cut is that of
an unstable state; when the scenario is in a hot cut, there is
at least one message that must eventually occur in order for
the scenario to be satisfied (see [15]).

2 This structure is common to most variants of sequence diagrams pre-
sented in the literature; we thus assume the reader is familiar with it
and concentrate on the issues unique to the polymorphic extension we
present here.
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Note that while the ‘alphabet’ for messages appearing
in a polymorphic scenario D is the ‘abstract’ type-level
events alphabet �abs ⊆ T y × M × T y such that �abs =
{〈t y1, m, t y2〉|t y1, t y2 ∈ T y ∧ m ∈ m(t y2)}, the alphabet
� for the automata defined below is the ‘concrete’ object-
level message events alphabet � ⊆ O × M × O such that
� = {〈o1, m, o2〉|o1, o2 ∈ O ∧ m ∈ m(t ype(o2))}.

We define the set of concrete object-level message
events in � that may be unified with polymorphic message
events in the set P M E as follows: C P M E = {〈osrc, m,

otrg〉|〈osrc, m, otrg〉 ∈ � ∧∃〈t ysrc, m, t ytrg〉 ∈ P M E s.t.
instanceof (osrc, t ysrc) ∧ instanceof (otrg, t ytrg)}.

The intended semantics for a universal polymorphic
scenario is that of a temporal invariant that holds on all sys-
tem-model traces and from any point on those traces. Thus,
the semantics of a universal polymorphic scenario is given
using an alternating automaton (see below). Roughly, for
each run of the automaton, instantiated following the occur-
rence of a minimal event in the partial order induced by the
diagram, the automaton checks whether the message of this
event is enabled or violating with regard to the current cut. If
it is enabled, the automaton checks for a binding: if there are
free (yet unbound) lifelines that can bind to the event’s con-
crete source and target object (or there are lifelines that are
already bound to the event’s source or target), the automaton
binds the free lifeline(s) and advances the cut-state accord-
ingly. Otherwise, it ignores the event. If the message in this
event is violating, that is, it appears in the diagram but is not
currently enabled, the automaton checks for binding too: if
there are lifelines that are already bound to the event’s source
and target, the event is indeed violating and the violation is
handled according to the current cut-state mode: if the cut
is hot, it is a hot violation, and the run moves to a rejecting
sink state; if the cut is cold, it is a cold violation, and the run
moves to an accepting sink state. If the automaton reaches
the maximal cut-state it moves to its accepting sink too.

The intended semantics of an existential polymorphic sce-
nario is that of an example; there must be at least one possible
system-model run where the scenario ‘happens’ at least once.
Thus, the semantics of an existential polymorphic scenario
is given using a nondeterministic automaton whose first state
needs to ‘guess’ as to when does an accepting sequence begin.
A similar mechanism to the one described above for binding
of enabled events is used in the existential case.

The above-intended semantics and informal automata
constructions are formalized in the definitions of the two
automata given in the following subsections.

3.2 Universal polymorphic scenarios: formally

The semantics of a universal polymorphic scenario is given
using an alternating automaton; the trace-language of a
diagram is the language accepted by its automaton. Recall

that in an alternating automaton the transition function is
defined as δ : Q × � −→ B+(Q) where B+(Q) is
the set of positive Boolean formulas over Q (see e.g.,
[26]). Given a universal diagram D, we construct an alter-
nating Büchi automaton AD = 〈� ∪ ε, Q, qin, δ, α〉,
where

– � = {〈o1, m, o2〉|o1, o2 ∈ O ∧ m ∈ m(t ype(o2))};
– Q = S × Bind(L) ∪ {qrej , qacc} is a set of states (we

use cut (q) to denote the cut-state s of a state q =
〈s, 〈o1, . . . , ok〉〉);

– qin = 〈smin, 〈{⊥}k〉〉 is the initial state;
– α = {〈s, 〈o1, . . . , ok〉〉|mode(s) = cold} ∪ {qacc} is the

accepting condition (that is, all cold states and qacc are
accepting);

– and δ : Q×� −→ B+(Q) is a transition function defined
as follows:

– � labeled self transitions on qacc and qrej :
∀cme ∈ � : δ(qacc, cme) = qacc, δ(qrej , cme) = qrej

– � \ C P M E labeled self transitions on all cut-states:
∀q ∈ Q \ {qrej , qacc},∀cme ∈ � \ C P M E :
δ(q, cme) = q

– Handling message events in C P M E :
∀q = 〈s, 〈o1, . . . , ok〉〉 ∈ Q \ {qin, qrej , qacc},
∀cme ∈ C P M E :

– (the source and target objects of cme are already bound)
for li

src, l j
trg s.t. source(cme) = bind(lsrc) ∧

target (cme) = bind(ltrg) ∧ 〈li
src, m(cme), l j

trg〉 ∈
EnL P M E(cut (q)):
δ(q, cme) = 〈R(cut (q), e), 〈o1, . . . , ok〉〉 where e =
〈li

src, m(cme), l j
trg〉;

for li
src, l j

trg s.t. source(cme) = bind(lsrc) ∧
target (cme) = bind(ltrg) ∧ 〈li

src, m(cme), l j
trg〉 /∈

EnL P M E(cut (q)):

– if mode(cut (q)) = cold, then δ(q, cme) = qacc,
– if mode(cut (q)) = hot , then δ(q, cme) = qrej ;

– (otherwise, the source object of cme is already bound and
the target can bind to a free lifeline)
for li

src s.t. source(cme) = bind(lsrc), for all l j
trg s.t.

instanceof (target (cme), lt ype(ltrg)) ∧
bind(ltrg) = ⊥ ∧
〈li

src, m(cme), l j
trg〉 ∈ EnL P M E(cut (q)):

δ(q, cme)=∧
l j
trg

〈R(cut (q), e), 〈o1, . . . , oltrg , . . . , ok〉〉
where e = 〈li

src, m(cme), l j
trg〉 ∧

oltrg = target (cme) ∧ ∀h �= ltrg : oh = oh ;
– (otherwise, symmetrically, the target object of

cme is already bound and the source can bind to a free
lifeline)
Same as above only replace source(cme) and
target (cme), ltrg and lsrc.
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– (otherwise, the source and the target objects of cme are
not yet bound but each can bind to a free lifeline)
for all li

src, l j
trg s.t. bind(lsrc) = ⊥ ∧ bind(ltrg) = ⊥ ∧

instanceof (target (cme), lt ype(ltrg)) ∧
instanceof (source(cme), lt ype(lsrc)) ∧
〈li

src, m(cme), l j
trg〉 ∈ EnL P M E(cut (q)):

δ(q, cme) = ∧
li
src,l

j
trg〈R(cut (q), e), 〈o1, . . . , olsrc , . . . , oltrg , . . . , ok〉〉

where e = 〈li
src, m(cme), l j

trg〉 ∧
olsrc = source(cme) ∧ oltrg = target (cme) ∧
∀h �= ltrg, lsrc : oh = oh ;

– (otherwise, cme is ignored)
δ(q, cme) = q;

and for the initial state qin = 〈smin, 〈{⊥}k〉〉,∀cme ∈
C P M E :

δ(qin, cme) = qin ∧ ∧
li
src,l

j
trg〈R(smin, e), 〈o1, . . . , olsrc , . . . , oltrg , . . . , ok〉〉

for all li
src, l j

trg s.t.
instanceof (target (cme), lt ype(ltrg)) ∧
instanceof (source(cme), lt ype(lsrc)) ∧
〈li

src, m(cme), l j
trg〉 ∈ EnL P M E(cut (qin))

where e = 〈li
src, m(cme), l j

trg〉 ∧ oltrg = target (cme) ∧
olsrc = source(cme) ∧ ∀h �= lsrc, ltrg : oh = oh .

Several advanced semantic issues and extensions related
to the construction above are discussed in Sect. 5.

3.3 Existential polymorphic scenarios: formally

The semantics of an existential polymorphic scenario is given
using a non-deterministic automaton; the trace-language of
the diagram is the language accepted by the automaton.

Given an existential diagram D, we construct a non-
deterministic Büchi automaton AD = 〈�, Q, qin, δ, α〉,
where

– � = {〈o1, m, o2〉|o1, o2 ∈ O ∧ m ∈ m(t ype(o2))};
– Q = S × Bind(L) ∪ {qrej } is a finite set of states

(we use cut (q) to denote the cut-state s of a state q =
〈s, 〈o1, . . . , ok〉〉);

– qin = 〈smin, 〈{⊥}k〉〉 is the initial state;
– α = {q ∈ Q : cut (q) = smax} is the accepting condition;
– and δ : Q × � −→ 2Q is defined as follows:
– � labeled self transitions on qmax and qrej :

∀cme ∈ � : δ(qmax, cme) = {qmax}, δ(qrej , cme) =
{qrej };

– � \ C P M E labeled self transitions on all cut-states:
∀q ∈ Q\{qrej },∀cme ∈ �\C P M E : δ(q, cme) = {q};

– Handling message events from C P M E :
Same as in the universal case, only replace the conjunc-
tion

∧
with set union

⋃
and have bounded 〈li

src, m(cme),

l j
trg〉 /∈ EnL P M E(cut (q)) leading to {qrej }. On the ini-

tial state qin replace the conjunction ∧ with set union.

In Sect. 5 we discuss some possible variants of the seman-
tics defined by the construction above.

3.4 Relating a polymorphic specification to a system-model

Recall that the trace-language of a polymorphic scenario
D is the word language L(D) accepted by its automaton.
Following LSC, a specification is a set Spec = Ex ∪ Un,
where Ex and Un are sets of existential and universal dia-
grams, respectively (see [6,15]). We denote the runs of a
system-model Sys by L Sys . We say that a system-model Sys
satisfies a specification Spec = Ex∪Un, in symbols, Sys |�
Spec, iff

– ∀D ∈ Un,∀r ∈ L Sys : r ∈ L(D)

– ∀D ∈ Ex, ∃r ∈ L Sys : r ∈ L(D)

4 Applications

4.1 Polymorphic scenario-based testing

A common use of sequence diagrams in model-driven devel-
opment is for testing purposes. That is, one may specify test-
ing scenarios using sequence diagrams (see e.g., [4], for the
use of sequence diagrams to specify the behavior of test cases
in the UML Testing Profile [37]). Taking advantage of the
polymorphic extension, testing scenarios can be defined at a
rather high level of abstraction, i.e., at the interface or abstract
classes level, and thus be applicable to, and reused across, all
concrete system models realizing the generic behavior.

As an example, recall the alarm system described in
Sect. 2. One may use diagram D1 as a test case, activating
a sensor, generating a notification, and waiting for the alarm
object to call the buzzer. The test is specified at theISensor
interface and CAlarm class level; its definition need not
change when applied to different system model implemen-
tations of the alarm system, e.g., with different sensors or an
instance of a new class derived from CAlarm (also,CAlarm
may be an abstract class).

An implementation of polymorphic scenario-based
testing, following the semantics presented in this paper, has
been carried out in the context of Java within the S2A com-
piler [12,33]. S2A (for Scenarios to Aspects) is a compiler
that translates LSCs, given in their UML2-compliant variant
using the modal profile of [15], into AspectJ code [1,18], and
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Fig. 4 A scenario-based trace
of the alarm system with a
CStdAlarm and two sensors

thus provides full code generation of reactive behavior from
visual declarative scenario-based specifications. S2A imple-
ments a compilation scheme presented in [31]. Roughly, each
sequence diagram is translated into a scenario aspect, imple-
mented in AspectJ, which simulates an automaton whose
states correspond to the scenario cuts; transitions are trig-
gered by AspectJ pointcuts, and corresponding advice is
responsible for advancing the automaton to the next cut state.
In S2A, sequence diagrams messages are identified with
method calls in Java.

Most important in the context of this paper, though, is
that S2A supports polymorphic scenarios. Taking advan-
tage of AspectJ and Java semantics, the generated code
is able to monitor the activation and progress of all real-
izations of the polymorphic UML2-compliant LSCs as
they come to life during an execution of a reference Java
program. This includes the instantiation of multiple cop-
ies of each scenario aspect and the implementation of
the late binding and unification mechanism of the trace-
based semantics formally defined in Sect. 3. That is, the
generated aspect advice code is responsible not only for
advancing the automaton to the next cut state but also for
checking and handling late binding and ‘new automata’
instantiation.

We have created a Java implementation of a simple sim-
ulation of an alarm system based on the design shown in
Sect. 2, with two sensors and with a CStdAlarm. We used
the diagrams shown in Fig. 2 as input for S2A and generated
scenario aspects for them. Thus, when executing the (auto-
matically instrumented) Java program, we were able to view
how the polymorphic semantics is realized. For example,
multiple instances of scenario D1 were created, each with a
binding to a different sensor. Then, when one sensor notified
the alarm, only the corresponding scenario instance, the one
where the notifying sensor was bound, advanced to its next
cut state.

Next, we modified the implementation: replaced the
CStdAlarmwith a CAdvAlarm and added another sensor.

Then, we were able to reuse exactly the same test case spec-
ifications for the modified system (in fact, we did not have to
run S2A again but used the same generated aspects). More-
over, now we could also observe how diagram D2 is real-
ized; after activation and notification, the alarm object was
bound as a CAdvAlarm to an instance of diagram D2, and
at the same time as a CAlarm to all instances of diagram D1,
resulting in a truly polymorphic setting. These observations
were made visible using scenario-based traces (see [29]),
automatically generated by the runtime component of S2A,
as we demonstrate below.

Figure 4 shows an excerpt from a scenario-based trace
of a concrete run of the alarm system with a CStdAlarm
alarm object. As we activated two different sensor objects,
a CDoorSensor object and a CFireSensor object, we
see two instances of D1, where in each the ISensor life-
line binds to a different sensor (lines 4 and 12) (in the traces,
lifelines are numbered from left to right, starting with 0; cut
states appear as tuples of integers; diagram instance numbers
appear inside square brackets next to the name of the dia-
gram). Later, when the door sensor notifies the alarm, we see
the cut of its instance of diagram D1 advances from (0, 1, 1)

to (0, 2, 2) (lines 15 and 18) and then to (1, 3, 2) where it is
completed (lines 22–23). We also see the other instance of
diagram D1 closing, with a cold violation (line 21), because
the start call from the alarm to the buzzer was not enabled
for this instance.

Figure 5 shows a similar excerpt from a scenario-based
trace, this time of a concrete run of the modified alarm sys-
tem implementation, with an advanced alarm instead of a
standard alarm (that is, a CAdvAlarm alarm object instead
of the CStdAlarm), and with another door sensor. When
all three sensors are activated, we can see the three instances
of D1, where in each the ISensor lifeline binds to a dif-
ferent sensor object (lines 4, 12, and 20). We can also see
that in each of these instances, the second lifeline binds to
the CAdvAlarm alarm object (lines 3, 11, and 19). More-
over, we see an instance of diagram D2 (lines 26–27, 29, and
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Fig. 5 A scenario-based trace of the alarm system with a CAdvAlarm and three sensors

37–39), which was not present in the trace of the original
implementation shown in Fig. 4 because in D2 the first life-
line represents CAdvAlarm, not any subtype of CAlarm.

Scenario-based traces, such as the ones discussed above,
are difficult to analyze manually and in textual format.
Instead, they can be visualized and interactively explored
in a prototype tool called the Tracer [32] (first presented in
[34]), developed at the Weizmann Institute of Science. It is
outside the scope of this paper to present the Tracer in detail.
However, for the interested reader, Fig. 6 shows a screen
dump from the main view of the Tracer, after loading the
alarm system scenario-based specification model (with some
additional scenarios) and a trace similar to the one shown in
Fig. 5. For additional details on the Tracer see [32] and the
Tracer website [2].

S2A supports not only method calls but also condi-
tions (defined using UML2 StateInvariants), alt
and loop interaction fragments, and exact, symbolic, and
opaque method parameters. It also supports scenarios with
combined static and dynamic lifeline binding (which were
used in our example, see Sect. 5.3), and flat scope lifelines
(see Sect. 5.6). However, the current implementation of S2A
does not support ‘and’ or ‘or’ multiple binding choices (see
Sect. 5.2); in S2A, binding non-determinism is solved ad hoc
by arbitrarily choosing an available binding if one exists (the

current implementation’s support for this kind of non-deter-
minism is thus partial).

4.2 Polymorphic scenario-based execution (play-out)

In addition to providing a means for polymorphic scenario-
based monitoring and testing, S2A supports scenario-based
execution (play-out). Play-out, originally defined and
implemented in the Play-Engine tool [16], is an operational
(executable) semantics for LSC, that is, a method to simulate
or execute an LSC specification. Recalling the details of play-
out and describing its semantics for polymorphic scenarios is
outside the scope of this paper. However, for readers familiar
with play-out, we briefly present the following issues.

When using an LSC specification as a program for play-
out, some methods are tagged not only with a hot or cold
temperature but also with an execution mode (as opposed to
the default monitoring mode). When a method with an exe-
cution mode is enabled in at least one scenario instance and
is not violating in any other scenario instance, the play-out
mechanism executes it. Thus, a key part of play-out seman-
tics concerns the strategy for choosing the next method to
execute in case there is more than one execution-enabled
non-violating method.
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Fig. 6 A screen dump from the Tracer showing a trace similar to the
one shown in Fig. 5. Time goes from left to right; the tree on the
left shows the hierarchy of use cases and scenarios in the specifica-
tion model; bars show the cut states of the scenarios as they progress
over time; the

√
symbols represent scenario completions (a × symbol

may appear in case of hot violations). Note the gray bar representing
the instances of diagram D1 from location 26 to location 30 of the trace,
and the three corresponding instances shown in the Multiplicity view
at the lower pane of the main application window

The original (so called naïve) play-out arbitrarily chooses
one enabled method that is not violating in any chart and
executes it. In a polymorphic settings, however, this becomes
more complicated: the ‘same’ method may be simultaneously
enabled (or violating) in different scenarios where it is
referenced between lifelines at different levels of the type
hierarchy. Thus, the need arises to consider the enabled and
violating messages at the concrete level, that is, with their
dynamically bound source and target objects, and not at the
more abstract level of the static types of the lifelines they
cover.

In addition, in some cases, a message may be enabled
for execution (not just monitoring) while one of (or both of)
its lifelines are not yet bound. These problems need to be
addressed when defining an operational play-out semantics
for polymorphic scenarios. Note that this issue is caused by
the dynamic-binding semantics; in a static-binding setting all
lifelines are always bound.

The code generated by S2A for play-out supports a poly-
morphic setting. Information about enabled and violating
messages from all scenario instances, including their cur-
rent dynamic binding, is collected by a (generated) coordi-
nator and transferred into a strategy method. The strategy
returns one execution-enabled message that is not violating
in any scenario instance (if there is such a message) and the

coordinator executes it using inter-type declarations (addi-
tional details about the coordinator and strategy appear in
[31,33].) However, the case where an execution-enabled
message has its source or target not yet bound is not addressed
by the current implementation of S2A and so may result in a
runtime exception.

5 Advanced semantic issues and extensions

We discuss several advanced semantic issues that arise from
our work and present some important variations and exten-
sions.

5.1 Multiple scenario copies

The automaton construction for a universal scenario induces
two types of ‘multiple scenario copies’. First, multiple copies
of the same scenario where lifelines bind to different concrete
objects. These are ‘instantiated’ whenever the automaton
reads a minimal event that has a new binding (that is, its
source or target objects (or both) are not bound in another
instance of the scenario). Second, multiple copies of the same
scenario where lifelines bind to the same objects. These are
‘instantiated’ whenever the automaton reads a minimal event
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that has an existing binding that is also currently enabled in
another copy (this kind of instantiation is independent of the
polymorphic extension and applies to universal LSC seman-
tics in general, see [15]). Both ‘instantiations’ are formalized
in the universal ‘and’ transition defined on the initial state.
For a trace to be accepted by a universal scenario, that is, to
be in the language it defines, all ‘runs’ must be accepting (all
scenario instances must accept).

In the existential case no ‘multiple copies’ are induced as
there is no universal ‘and’ transition in the automaton. Still,
in implementing the testing of an existential scenario (e.g., in
S2A), multiple copies are created, so as to monitor all possi-
ble acceptances. In contrast to the universal case, for a trace
to be accepted by an existential scenario (that is, for the run
of S2A to pass the test), at least one of its created instances
must accept.

5.2 Multiple binding choices

When two or more lifelines in a single diagram represent
the same type (or different types related by ≤T y), two or
more transitions for a single concrete event but with differ-
ent bindings may be simultaneously enabled at some state.
In the automaton construction this case is represented by the
‘and’ choices over source and target lifeline selection (recall
that the automaton is alternating, hence allowing both ‘and’
and ‘or’ transitions).

As an example, consider a diagram whose lifelines include
one representing CAlarm, another one representing CAdv-
Alarm, and two lifelines representing ISensor. Assume a
cut state where all these four lifelines are free (yet unbound)
and two notification events are enabled, one from the first sen-
sor to the CAlarm lifeline and one from the second sensor to
the CAdvAlarm lifeline (recall the partial-order semantics,
which indeed makes this situation possible). When consid-
ering the occurrence of a concrete notification event from a
sensor to an advanced alarm object, there are two ways to
bind it and advance the cut state accordingly. Choosing the
“correct” binding may affect eventual acceptance or rejection
of the trace.

The example is illustrated in Fig. 7. It shows how the poly-
morphic interpretation and the dynamic binding mechanism
add a dimension of non-determinism to the scenario-based
specification, on top of the ‘classical’ non-determinism inher-
ent in the partial-order semantics.

In the automaton construction for the universal scenario
case given in Sect. 3.2 we used an ‘and’ transition to handle
these cases. Thus, for the trace to be accepted, all possible
transitions resulting from the different binding choices must
be extended to an accepting trace.

That said, one may consider the above to be too strict and
strong a requirement, and instead suggest a more permis-
sive semantics, with non-deterministic ‘or’ selection between

Fig. 7 Assume a cut state where the four lifelines are free (yet
unbound) and the two notification events are enabled (there may be
additional lifelines in this diagram). When considering the occurrence
of a concrete notification event from a sensor to an advanced alarm
object, there are two ways to bind it and advance the cut state accord-
ingly. See the discussion in Sect. 5.2

binding choices (in the formal automaton construction this
means replacing

∧
with

∨
, except for the ‘and’ transition

on the initial state). For the trace to be accepted in this case,
it would suffice to have at least one of the binding choices
extended to an accepting trace. Indeed, our implementation
in S2A does not handle this kind of multiple binding choices
in a universal way but only in an existential non-deterministic
way.

It is important to note that cases that admit multiple bind-
ing choices are not expected to be common in practice. If
necessary, a tool may be developed to warn the specifier of
such a case, either statically (with an over-approximating
safety warning) or dynamically. Finally, the choice between
the two semantic possibilities—the universal and the exis-
tential solution to the multiple choices binding issue—may
depend on the specific application domain.

5.3 Combining static and dynamic binding

Our automaton construction is a conservative generalization
of the non-symbolic case defined in [15], where lifelines are
statically bound to concrete objects. To formally handle non-
symbolic lifelines, just define an initial state qin where life-
lines are already bound (that is, where not all lifelines are
bound to ⊥).

It is important to note that this small extension enables
the definition of scenarios where some lifelines are stati-
cally bound while others are dynamically bound. For exam-
ple, consider a system where there are two buzzers of the
same type CBuzzer, buzzer1 and buzzer2, but only
one should be used by the alarm (the other one is, say, for
backup purposes, and participates in some specific backup
scenario). In this case, the first lifeline of diagram D1 should
be statically bound to buzzer1, regardless of the dynamic
bindings of the other lifelines.

Our implementation in S2A indeed supports this exten-
sion. Lifelines’ binding may be defined as static, instead
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Fig. 8 In the presence of the
class CDoorSensorLogger,
which realizes both the
ISensor interface and the
ILogger interface, should the
two sequence diagrams above be
considered equivalent? See the
discussion in Sect. 5.4

of dynamic (see the profile definition in Sect. 6), and the
compiler looks for the statically bound objects, by name,
using a predefined interface. That is, for statically bound
objects the engineer is required to write the Java code that
returns a reference to the correct object and put this code in a
special static class that the generated aspect code would use
at runtime.

Indeed, in our implementation of the alarm system pre-
sented in Sect. 4, the CBuzzer lifeline is statically bound to
a buzzer (the only buzzer in the system). We do so since this
is the only buzzer in our application anyway (CBuzzer is a
singleton), and in order to be able to catch related violations
(see Sect. 5.5).

5.4 Single binding constraint

One may be interested to ensure that no two lifelines bind
to the same object in a single instance of a scenario. That
is, although we allow (as we should allow) two or more life-
lines in the same scenario to represent the same type (or dif-
ferent types that are related by ≤T y or that have a common
type below them in ≤T y), the construction of the transition
function δ could ensure that such lifelines will never bind to
the same concrete object in a single path in the automaton
runs tree. Our construction partly addresses this constraint
(to make the formal presentation simple, we did not handle
self messages in this regard and also ignored some special
cases).

In the static non-symbolic case, this constraint is not an
issue as it trivially holds if lifelines are required to have
unique names (as they are indeed required in all variants
of sequence diagrams used in the literature). In the sym-
bolic case (like the one defined in [35]), and more so in
the polymorphic case defined in the present paper, this con-
straint needs to be considered and addressed. Our construc-
tion handles it by always checking for possible bindings to
already bound lifelines before checking possible bindings to
free lifelines.

While the single binding constraint seems reasonable, it
is important to understand its consequences, in particular in
the polymorphic case, as the following example shows.

Consider an implementation of an alarm system sim-
ilar to our example in Sect. 2, but where a new class,

CDoorSensorLogger, specializing CDoorSensor, is
defined, which also realizes the ILogger interface. Then,
according to the single binding constraint, after an object
of this class notifies an instance of CAdvAlarm, and an
instance of diagram D2 is created where the ISensor life-
line is now bound to the CDoorSensorLogger object,
the latter part of this instance of D2 would not apply to
it, as despite the correct use of types, when the advanced
alarm notifies it (as a logger), the scenario cannot bind the
ILogger lifeline (the same object is already bound to the
ISensor lifeline). Instead, a new diagram D2-SL would
be required, which has only two lifelines, one representing a
CAdvAlarm and one representing a CDoorSensorLog-
ger. This example is illustrated in Fig. 8. It is debatable
whether the semantics should be defined such that D2 and
D2-SL are equivalent or not in this kind of setting.

5.5 Predefined all-instances semantics

One may suggest a semantics for polymorphic scenarios
defined by a ‘static instantiation’ of all diagrams with all
possible combinations of object bindings (assuming a finite
set of objects). The resulting semantics, which we may call
‘predefined all-instances semantics’, however, may not be
identical to the dynamic binding semantics definition we give
in the present paper. In the following, we explain why.

In our semantics, an event is considered violating only if
it is not enabled and there are lifelines in the scenario that are
already bound to its source and target objects. If its source
and target objects are not yet bound, the event is ignored and
is not considered violating. In the predefined all-instances
semantics, lifelines would never be free. Therefore, such an
event would be considered violating for all scenario instances
where the source and target objects appear.

As a concrete example consider diagram D1 shown in
Fig. 2. After the first activation event, the CAlarm and
ISensor lifelines are bound. Assuming the CBuzzer life-
line is not statically bound (see Sect. 5.3), this lifeline is yet
unbound. Thus, although it is not yet enabled, an occurrence
of start before alarm notification will not be considered a
violation.

The above example demonstrates the difference between
the predefined all-instances semantics and the dynamic
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binding semantics regarding violations. It also shows the
expressive power of the combined static and dynamic binding
solution described in Sect. 5.3.

We believe that in some cases, the predefined all-instances
semantics may be more appropriate (and somewhat simpler)
than the dynamic binding semantics definition that we gave in
Sect. 3. When this is the case, changing our formal definitions
to fit this semantics is technically simple. It only requires the
initialization of each scenario with multiple copies having
statically bound lifelines covering all possible binding com-
binations, modulo the set of all system objects (note, though,
that the single binding constraint discussed in Sect. 5.4 would
still need to be addressed in one way or another).

5.6 Flat semantics extension

The semantics we have defined takes advantage of inheri-
tance and interface realization to allow the specification of
most expressive, succinct, and reusable inter-object scenarios
for object-oriented system models. As we discuss in Sect. 7,
this results in what seems to be a unique and rather strong
form of behavioral subtyping.

Yet, in some cases, one may consider our sweeping poly-
morphic interpretation to be too strong and to result in con-
straints that are too strict to be useful in practice. In many
systems, inheritance is limited to structural subtyping that
requires signature matchings but entails no behavioral con-
straints. While this may not represent a best practice or
state-of-the-art design, it is indeed common for subclasses
not to comply with their superclasses’ complete input/output
dependencies or behavior over time. This situation is evident
in the motivation behind the various works in the literature
on behavioral subtyping discussed in Sect. 7.

Therefore, we looked for ways to handle this issue in
our work, for example, in case one is interested in using a
scenario-based specification to test an existing system, which
was not designed with a behavioral subtyping approach in
mind.

To address the above and as a means to adding flexibility to
our definition of polymorphic scenario-based specifications,
we suggest an extension that distinguishes between deep and
flat polymorphic lifelines. Lifelines tagged with deep poly-
morphic scope are interpreted according to the polymorphic
semantics as usual. Lifelines tagged with flat polymorphic
scope apply to objects instantiated from a lifeline’s type, but
not to objects instantiated from its subtypes.3

As an example, consider adding two classes to the class
diagram shown in Fig. 1: CSilentAlarm as a sub-

3 As a consequence, flat semantics cannot be applied to lifelines repre-
senting interfaces and abstract classes because this would result in an
inconsistent scenario: one whose trace language is empty.

class of CAlarm, and CFlashlight, with a start-
Flash message. The silent alarm does not use the buzzer
so the CAlarm lifeline in diagram D1 should now be
tagged flat, because it should not apply to CSilent-
Alarm (while it still may apply to CAlarm). The rea-
son to have CSilentAlarm as a subclass of CAlarm
in this design may be rooted in their common signa-
tures and in some other behavior that is common between
the two classes (and is not covered in our example).
Obviously, additional diagrams may now be needed to
cover the behavior of CStdAlarm and CAdvAlarm, as
these are no longer in the scope of the modified D1 dia-
gram.

The distinction between flat and deep polymorphic scope
allows us to take advantage of inheritance and interface real-
ization whenever possible, while keeping the flexibility not
to do so when it does not fit our needs. As the example above
shows, a specification may include both deep and flat poly-
morphic lifelines, even within the same diagram: although
the CAlarm lifeline of the modified D1 diagram is now flat,
the ISensor lifeline in this diagram remains deep.

As an alternative we could have considered a different
solution: keeping the deep polymorphic interpretation as is
while allowing to attach to each lifeline a set of names of
types that should not be bound. Another solution could have
been formed by allowing to specify a set of names of types
that should be bound, per lifeline, instead of the sweeping
polymorphic interpretation. We consider these solutions to
be possible but less attractive as they are too specific: they
depend on the specific types in the system and preclude reuse
across implementations. The solution we have chosen, which
combines flat and deep interpretations, enables reuse when
possible, while still supporting specific idiosyncratic classes’
behaviors, if required.

The UML profile we use for the polymorphic extension
supports the distinction between flat and deep polymorphic
scope (see Sect. 6), with deep as the default value. Updat-
ing the technical details of the formal definitions given in
Sect. 3 to handle this distinction is straightforward. More-
over, we have extended S2A to support flat lifelines so indeed
the example described above, with the silent alarm, could be
simulated.

5.7 Existential acceptance

According to the construction given in Sect. 3.3, a single
possible completion of an existential scenario at whatever
level of abstraction in the type hierarchy is a sufficient con-
dition for trace acceptance.

We could have suggested a number of other, differ-
ent semantics, following different notions of polymorphic
coverage: at least one possible completion for each possible
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combination of objects at all derived levels (which may be
too strong); at least one possible completion for each derived
object at least once (very strong requirement but may be use-
ful); and at least one possible completion for each type at least
once (that is, at least one object per type has to participate in
a completed scenario instance).

These variations in semantics reflect alternative quantifi-
cations over the objects in the system and its runs. We leave
the formal definitions of these variants and the evaluation of
their usefulness for future work.

6 A UML profile for polymorphic scenarios

We give technical details regarding a UML profile that sup-
ports polymorphic scenarios. The profile is built on top of the
modal profile (MSD) defined in [15]. A variant of the profile
described here is used by S2A.

First, we recall the modalities part adapted from [15]. The
profile contains an enumeration InteractionMode with
two enumeration literals: hot and cold, and a stereotype
modal, with an attribute InteractionMode of type
InteractionMode. The modal stereotype is introduced
as an extension of the abstract class InteractionFrag-
ment, and thus, of its subclasses Interaction, Occur-
renceSpecification, CombinedFragment, and
StateInvariant (see Figs. 3 and 4 in [15]). Hot and
cold interactions are called Universal and Existential, respec-
tively.

Second, and more importantly in the context of this paper,
to support the polymorphic features, including the extensions
suggested in Sects. 5.3 and 5.6, the profile includes the fol-
lowing two enumerations and stereotype (see Fig. 9):

– enumeration LifelineScope, with two enumeration
literals deep and flat;

– enumeration LifelineBinding, with two enumera-
tion literals static and dynamic;

– and a stereotype poly with an attribute lifeli-
neScope of type LifelineScope and an attribute
lifelineBinding of type LifelineBinding.

Fig. 9 The stereotype poly

Fig. 10 Extending Lifeline with the poly stereotype

The stereotype poly is introduced as an extension to the
class Lifeline (see Fig. 10). By default, the polymorphic
scope is deep and the binding is dynamic.

Note that the part of the profile that supports the poly-
morphic features is independent of the part that supports the
modalities. Indeed, a similar profile may be used to add the
required polymorphic features to UML standard interactions
without modalities (see our discussion of applying the poly-
morphic semantics to variants of sequence diagrams other
than LSC in Sect. 7.1.1).

Finally, the notation we use for the polymorphic part of
the profile is as follows: lifeline boxes are annotated with the
stereotype poly and the values of its two attributes. An edi-
tor developed at the Weizmann Institute of Science supports
this notation (see Fig. 11).

Note that for the purpose of simplicity and clarity in the
example we presented in this paper, as shown in Fig. 2,
we did not use the profile’s notation for polymorphic life-
lines. Rather, we preferred cleaner diagrams and explained
the polymorphic nature of the lifelines in the text. Indeed,
it seems reasonable to us not to use the extra notation if
the meaning can be understood from the context. Obvi-
ously, different textual or graphical notations may be sug-
gested to mark and distinguish the polymorphic features
of the lifelines. In particular, we do not consider the nota-
tion shown in Fig. 11 to be significantly better than other
alternatives.

7 Related work and discussion

We discuss related literature in the area of scenario-based
specifications and consider the application of the polymor-
phic semantics to other variants of sequence diagrams. We
then discuss related work in the area of behavioral subtyping
and position our work in this context.

7.1 Scenario-based specifications

Our work extends and generalizes the notion of symbolic life-
lines originally presented for LSC in [35] and implemented
in the Play-Engine [16]. There, an extension of play-out is
defined for LSCs with symbolic lifelines, such that a life-
line representing a type may apply to any object of this type.
However, the type system of the Play-Engine is flat, and a
generalization to support class hierarchies and interfaces in
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Fig. 11 A screen dump from an eclipse-based UML2-compliant editor
that supports our notation for polymorphic lifelines, showing diagram
D1 from the alarm system example. Note the application of the poly

stereotype to the lifelines in the diagram. A properties pane at the lower
part of the screen shows the profile-related attributes of the CAlarm
lifeline

the context of object-orientation is not defined. Moreover, a
trace-based semantics is not given. Thus, also, some of the
issues discussed above in Sect. 5 do not appear in this previ-
ous work.

France et al. [10] present a UML-based technique for pat-
tern specification, including interaction pattern specifications
(IPSs), where lifelines are labeled with role names. Confor-
mance rules are defined between a pattern and its concretiza-
tion. However, a polymorphic interpretation is not explicitly
and formally considered in this work.

Haugen et al. present STAIRS [17], as an approach for the
compositional development of UML interactions. STAIRS
includes a trace-based three-valued semantics and a num-
ber of refinement mechanisms. An operational semantics
for STAIRS was defined in [28]. To the best of our knowl-
edge, STAIRS does not consider polymorphism. However,
extending STAIRS to support polymorphism may be possi-
ble (see the discussion below). In this case, it may also be
interesting to adapt the refinement mechanisms of STAIRS

to the polymorphic setting and define additional refinement
mechanisms that are based on the polymorphic scope of the
scenarios at hand.

Roychoudhury et al. [38] consider MSCs with symbolic
lifelines. In this symbolic extension, each lifeline can denote
some or all objects from a collection, using per event or per
lifeline existential and universal quantification. The work
defines an abstract execution semantics, allowing to vali-
date models capturing interactions between large or even
unbounded number of objects without state explosion. The
semantics presented in [38] is different than LSC seman-
tics. Also, unlike in our work, object-oriented hierarchies are
not considered. Extending LSC with universal and existen-
tial quantification on lifelines was suggested already in [35].
In the future, it may be interesting to combine this exten-
sion with our work. Following [38], it would be interesting
to define an abstract execution semantics for the extended
polymorphic scenarios, specifically in the context of smart
play-out and synthesis from LSC.
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We are aware of a number of additional research efforts
towards a semantics for MSCs or UML2 interactions (see
e.g., [5,21,23]). It seems that none of these considers the
relationship between interactions and a polymorphic object-
oriented system-model.

7.1.1 Polymorphic scenario-based specifications beyond
modal sequence diagrams

Given the above, it is important to examine whether and how
can the polymorphic semantics for modal sequence diagrams
(UML2-compliant LSC) we defined in the present paper, or a
variant there of, may be applied to other variants of sequence
diagrams, in particular because the semantics of LSC is in
many ways very different than the semantics of most other
variants. We suggest the following observations.

First, some limitations of our work need to be addressed.
The formal definitions we give in this paper are limited to
messages only, as this suffices to give the essence of the poly-
morphic extension while keeping the presentation as simple
as possible. Thus, obviously, a formal definition that covers
state invariants and other constructs needs to be presented.
As an example, the expressions inside state invariants, which
typically refer to the properties of one or more objects ref-
erenced by the construct’s covered lifelines, need to be eval-
uated with a polymorphic view too. For the most part other
constructs are not affected by the polymorphic nature of the
lifelines and so this should not be a problem.

A more challenging issue concerns the present paper’s
definition regarding send and receive of a message as one
event, which does not necessarily hold in many of the vari-
ants of sequence diagrams suggested in the literature. Thus,
an extension that considers dynamic binding for asynchro-
nous messages needs to be defined. Specifically, one needs to
decide when should the binding of the target lifeline occur; at
the moment of sending the event or only when it is received.

Another challenge may be related to the definition of the
par operator of UML2 interactions, which specifies inter-
leaving sets of behaviors that may involve a common set
of lifelines. In a dynamic binding setting, the occurrence of
an event may have a binding side effect, in the sense that
it may influence the binding of one or more lifelines. Such
binding side effects may impose some constraints on the pos-
sible interleaving of the behaviors defined between the par
operands.

Second, one needs to decide whether to define a dynamic
binding mechanism or to assume all-instances combina-
tions static binding that respects a polymorphic scope (see
Sect. 5.5). Of the two alternatives, it seems that dynamic
binding would be more difficult to define, e.g., in the con-
text of the operational rules given for STAIRS in [28] or
for UML interactions in [5]. Binding pre-conditions and

post-conditions may need to be added to the rules in a generic
symbolic way that enables their dynamic application.

Finally, we believe that the profile we have defined, and its
per-lifeline support for flat versus deep scope and static ver-
sus dynamic binding, could be used as a basis for adapting
the polymorphic extension we have presented to the UML
standard notation.

7.2 Behavioral subtyping

Our work is tightly related to the idea of behavioral subtyping,
which has been studied in the past and addressed in different
ways. In the following, we review some of the literature in
this area and position our work in this context.

Liskov and Wing present behavioral subtyping in what is
often referred to as the Liskov Principle [27]. This includes
constraints on methods pre- and post-conditions, invariants,
and a history rule applied to observable state changes, spe-
cifically in the presence of new methods in the subtype.

The paradigm of design by contract [36], which extends
the ordinary definition of abstract data types with precondi-
tions, postconditions, and invariants with precise and formal
interface specifications for components, deals with inheri-
tance too. Specifically, subclasses in an inheritance hierarchy
are allowed to weaken preconditions and strengthen postcon-
ditions and invariants. Thus, design by contract approximates
the notion of behavioral subtyping defined in [27] (the history
rule is not present).

Polymorphic scenario-based specifications may be seen
as inter-object behavioral contracts between components,
which, like the contracts of [36], propagate from a super-
class to its subclasses. In contrast to [27,36], polymor-
phic scenario-based specifications focus not on pre- and
post-conditions but on the sequences of messages sent and
received between the objects over time. Moreover, we did
not consider explicit specification strengthening or weaken-
ing. Instead, implicitly, by definition, a class’s behavior is
constrained not only by the scenarios that apply to its super-
classes but also by the scenarios that directly apply to it (and
hence do not apply to its superclasses), if any.

The works by Ebert and Engels [7–9] distinguish between
observable and invocable behavioral substitutability of state-
based objects life cycles. Observable substitutability requires
that the projection (restriction) of each sequence of method
calls possible according to a subclass, to the set of calls
of the superclass (its alphabet), would result in a sequence
of method calls that is possible according to the super-
class. Invocable substitutability requires that each sequence
of method calls invocable on a class is also invocable on all its
subclasses. In other words, a class description is interpreted
to be an upper bound of its set of all possible behaviors in the
former, and a lower bound of its set of all possible behaviors
in the latter.
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The semantics of polymorphic scenario-based specifica-
tions may be seen as similar to what Ebert and Engels
call invocable behavioral substitutability: all sequences of
method calls accepted by a scenario that references a super-
class must also hold for the subclasses. Yet, our definitions
are significantly different as they present an inter-object and
not an intra-object point of view, consider not only one-
way method invocations but more general messages sent and
received between the participants, and, in addition, enable a
rather high-level of abstraction: events not explicitly appear-
ing in the diagram, even if they involve some of the objects
that participate in the diagram, are not restricted by the dia-
gram in any way, to occur or not to occur during the runs
of the system. This intended under-specification applies to
superclasses and subclasses alike.

Finally, Harel and Kupferman [14] consider the notion of
inheritance in state-based object-based behavioral specifica-
tions too. Their work investigates substitutability in the con-
text of OOAD and suggests the identification of inheritance
with a trace containment or a simulation relation, depending
on a linear-time or a branching-time semantics.

Since the liveness and safety properties defined by modal
scenarios (both universal and existential) can be formulated
using various temporal logics (see [25]), our work may be
seen as closely related to Harel and Kuferman’s work. Yet,
as mentioned earlier, we take a scenario-based inter-object
view rather than an intra-object view. This difference has far-
reaching consequences on how behavioral subtyping may be
defined, used, and verified, as we discuss next.

7.2.1 Polymorphic scenarios and behavioral subtyping:
aspectual behavioral subtyping

Given the above discussion of related literature, it is clear that
the semantics of polymorphic scenario-based specification
models presented in this paper is in many ways influenced
by and similar to other notions of behavioral subtyping and
substitutability. Yet, significantly, while our work considers
behavioral subtyping, it does so through a scenario-based
inter-object view rather than a pure state-based intra-object
view.

Each scenario represents and formalizes a system require-
ment; typically a combination of liveness and safety proper-
ties that involve a number of objects. Then, since behavior
is broken by scenarios and not (only) by the structure of
the system under development or investigation, behavioral
inheritance is also done at the scenario-level and is achieved
through the polymorphic interpretation of the scenarios,
while referring to an ad-hoc set of participating objects, col-
lectively, and abstracting away the complete state-machines
and internal states of the individual objects involved.

As a consequence, in our approach, a superclass does not
have to be substitutable with its subclasses in general. We

require that it is substitutable only with regard to the sce-
narios in the specification model (that apply to the super-
class); substitution is intentionally limited to the specified
scenarios. For example, referring to the alarm system pre-
sented in Sect. 2 again, it may be the case that CAdvAlarm
includes behaviors that are incompatible with some of the
behaviors of its superclass CAlarm, even when they involve
the same alphabet. Yet, modulo the scenarios in the speci-
fication model that apply to CAlarm, and the liveness and
safety constraints they induce, CAlarm is substitutable with
CAdvAlarm.

In other words, because we abstract away and do not spec-
ify the complete behavior of each object (or class) using its
internal state-based specification, in general there is no guar-
antee of trace containment or simulation relation between
the superclass and its subclasses. Not all liveness and safety
properties that hold for a superclass propagate to its subclas-
ses, but only those specified in the scenarios. As a result,
trace containment or simulation between a superclass and its
subclasses does not hold in general but only modulo the sce-
narios in the model. In this sense, our work suggests a notion
of what we may call aspectual behavioral subtyping, where
the ‘aspects’ are defined by the scenarios in the specification
model.

Aspectual behavioral subtyping is defined between a
superclass and a subclass, modulo a set of polymorphic
aspects or concerns. Verifying aspectual behavioral subtyp-
ing in our context amounts to checking that in every system
where the scenarios hold, substituting the superclass for the
subclass maintains the validity of the scenarios.

Thanks to the division of the behavioral specification into
scenarios, our notion of aspectual behavioral subtyping may
be seen as a refined version of Harel and Kupferman’s behav-
ioral subtyping discussed earlier. Instead of checking trace
containment or simulation between a superclass and a sub-
class, which would result in a single Boolean answer, check-
ing aspectual behavioral subtyping modulo a set of scenarios
may result in a more fine-grained answer, revealing that a
superclass is substitutable with a subclass modulo some sce-
narios or concerns but not modulo others. For example, the
subclass may replace the superclass modulo all ‘basic func-
tionality concerns’ and ‘security related concerns’ but not
modulo ‘advanced functionality concerns’ or ‘error-handling
concerns’. We consider this fine-grained notion of behavioral
substitutability to be an important contribution and advantage
of our work.

8 Conclusion and future work

The main contribution of this paper is in extending sequence
diagrams with symbolic polymorphic lifelines that support
object-oriented inheritance and interface realization, and
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providing the extension with formal trace-based semantics.
The work extends the expressive power of UML interactions
in the context of object-oriented modeling and presents its
application to scenario-based testing and execution. A num-
ber of advanced semantic issues that arise from the poly-
morphic interpretation are discussed. Some variations and
further extensions are defined, to improve the applicabil-
ity and the flexibility of the polymorphic interpretation in
practice. Finally, the work is positioned in the broader con-
text of behavioral subtyping.

We now suggest future research directions. A distinc-
tion between existential and universal bindings for symbolic
lifelines, and a notion of a lifeline’s binding rule (which
appears also, albeit differently, in the UML2 standard as
a selector property for lifelines), are suggested in [35].
Similar existential and universal lifeline quantification for
MSC appears in [38]. We did not consider these in the pres-
ent work. Our binding semantics for polymorphic lifelines
may be viewed as ‘existential binding’. A ‘universal binding’
would have resulted in the ability to specify ‘broadcasting’.
Binding rules allow to limit the possible lifeline bindings
beyond the constraint defined by its type, and we consider
them to be very useful. Adding these features or a variant
thereof to the polymorphic scenarios presented in this paper
is a possible future work direction.

The alternative semantics related to polymorphic cover-
age for existential scenarios, which we have discussed in
Sect. 5.7, may be formalized and discussed in greater detail.
Depending on the semantics chosen, one may be interested in
generating code for the execution of specific per-class tests.
We leave this topic for future work.

Another future work direction deals with defining a poly-
morphic extension to some of the other variants of sequence
diagrams discussed in the literature, e.g., in [17] or in [5].
This is important because the semantics of LSC is in many
ways very different than the semantics of most other variants.
We have discussed the challenges related to this direction in
Sect. 7.1.1. We note that since the polymorphic extension
is rather general, we believe it can be added in this specific
form, or in a similar form, to a future version of the UML
standard section on interactions. The addition may be based
on the profile we presented in Sect. 6.

As another possible direction for future work, we con-
sider additional applications for polymorphic scenario-based
specification models. Specifically, these include the exten-
sion of recent work in the area of model-checking sequence
diagrams (e.g., [19,22]) and various kinds of synthesis from
sequence diagrams (e.g., [13,24,39,41]) to support a poly-
morphic semantics.

Finally, in Sect. 7.2 we positioned our present work on
polymorphic scenario-based specifications in the more gen-
eral context of behavioral subtyping and suggested the notion
of aspectual behavioral subtyping. The idea of aspectual

behavioral subtyping as a refined, fine-grained crosscutting
variant of behavioral subtyping seems powerful and novel,
and calls for further formalization and investigation.
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